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STUDIES ON THE CHEMICAL AND COLLOIDAL NATURE
OF Pu(IV) POLYMER

Presented at the XXIVth IUPAC Congress

. M. H. Lloyd and R. G. Haire

Hydrolysis of tetravalent plutonium to form large colloidal aggregates

irreversibly has long been an important aspect of plutonium chemistry.

Although extensively studied, the nature of colloidal plutonium "polymer"

is still not well understood. This paper reports spectrophotometric, x-ray,

electron diffraction, and electron microscopy studies of plutonium polymer.

These studies were conducted over the course of several years in con-

junction with the development of plutonia sol-gel processes which are of

interest for the production of dense ceramic forms of plutonia and mixed

actinide oxides. The studies therefore generally involved macro amounts of

plutonium in a nitrate environment.

Polymeric plutonium was observed in two forms: amorphous or crystalline

primary particles, and secondary particles which appeared to be aggregates

of the primary particles. Diffraction patterns obtained from crystalline

samples correspond to the cubic PuO2 lattice. The primary particles are

extremely small, 5 to 20 A; and growth does not occur at temperatures belo'f

120°C, even over long periods of time.

In all cases the absorption spectra of colloidal solutions were

characteristic of that reported for polymer. Such solutions could be

precipitated with base and repeptized with a suitable anion, or cv.apcrat.ed

to dryness at temperatures below 120°C and resuspended in water without

affecting the absorption spectra. For a given colloid, the peptizing



ion-to-plutonium mole ratio had to exceed a minimum value of 0.9 to com-

pletely peptize either amorphous or crystalline primary particles.

These observations have led us to adopt a view of the nature of

Plutonium (IV) polymer which is somewhat different from the usual concept

in several respects. Although the present literature is somewhat confusing

and at times contradictory, it appears to be generally accepted that pli>

tonium polymer consists of large polymeric units which arc colloitially

dispersed. Differences in depolyir.erization rates between aged and unaged

polymeric solutions are thought: to be due to core extensive polymerisation

of the aged material, and it is suggested that the polymer form can be

considered as an intermediate hydrolysis product of monomcric Pu(IV)

hydroxide. Historically, "polymeric plutonium" refers to a hydrolytic for;r.

which is characterized by a bright green color and a distinctive absorption

spectra. The polymer spectra is compared with the spectra for ionic

Plutonium IV on the first slide (1). A poJyr.cric colioid is optically

similar to ionic solutions in that it obeys Beer's and Lambert's laws; it

is therefore convenient to study the polymer by spectrojtftotojsetric methods.

Today I would like to briefly describe several types of experiments

which relate to this subject, and then suststsri se our views concerning the

nature of plutoniusi polyjser.

Our concept is based on tSie observation th:ii piutoimua (IV) polys&r

consists of very small discrete particles which can be cither ax&r^hous or

crystalline.
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Electron micrographs of amorphous and crystalline primary particles

and their corresponding electron diffraction patterns are shown on the

next slide (2). Bovh types of particles are extremely small.. Measurements

made on the micrographs indicate that the particles were less than 20 A in

diameter and much of the material appears to be of the order of 10 A.

Unfortunately such micrographs do not indicate the extent of aggregation

of the primary particles since clusters and Aggregates are formed as the

sol droplet evaporates to dryncss. The diffraction'pattern of the crystalline

material corresponds to the cubic PuCL lattice. The broad lines of the

pattern are again'indicative of the very small! crystallite size. It should

be noted that preparations which contain iiraoxphous particles also contain

some crystalline material. We have observed particles such as these in

plutoniua (IV) polymer solutions prepared by a variety of methods, which

include precipitation-peptization; dilution to low acid; nitrate removal by

extraction with amines, alcohols, and solid ion exchangers; and electro-

dialysis.

The high surface area associated with the small primary particles is

consistent with the concept of a distinctive adsorption spectra of colloidal

solutions which has been reported by numerous investigators. Such material

should have a high percentage of surface oriented plutonium atoms even when

secondary aggregation occurs, and this factor may help to explain why these

colloids are optically similar to ionic solutions.

Our observations suggest that these primary particles arc largely

unassociatcd in stabilized colloidal solutions. Kfrilc infornation concern i;i£

secondary aggregation is difficult to obtain, we have shown that both a
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and crystalline colloids stabilized at NO./Pu mole ratios of 1 to 4 are not
e

significantly retainod by a 100 A milliporo filter. Since such filters

consist of long twisting path lengths, these results suggest that particle

diameters are much less than 100 A and that the primary particles are there-

fore not highly aggregated.

Reversible secondary aggregation of the primary particles can occur

however; and this behavior may explain the wide range of molecular weights

which have been reported for plutonium polymer. The molecular weight and

size of sol particles can be calculated from measurements of the scattering

of light by a sol/ and when certain conditions are satisfied, such calcu-

lations can be made by determining the decrease in light intensity trans-

mitted along the axis of the beam in a conventional spectrophotometcr.

Molecular weights cannot be readily calculated for polymeric plutoniura from

such measurements because of light absorption by plutonium in the colloidal

solutions; however, the technique can be used to show changes in sol particle

size. This is illustrated on the next slide (3) which shows the affect on

particle size cf altering the effective anion concentration in a stable

plutonia colloid. Spectra are shown for three colloids of the same plutonium

concentration, and it can be seen that the spectra are essentially identical.

The upward shift of the entire spectra in the two top curves is consistent

with light scattering theory and can be attributed to an increase in particle

size. The effective nitrate/metal nsole ratios for the three colloids are

0.83, 0.7, and 0.6. The results indicate that secondary aggregation of the

primary crystallites occur when the ratio is reduced much, below O.S.
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May I have the next slide please (4). This slide demonstrates that

the change in particle size is rovorsiblo. Tho upper curve again shows the

effect of reducing the effective anion concentration to a ratio of 0.6.

The lower curve actually consists of two spectra. One is the initial

spectrum before reducing the anion concentration and the second shows that

the spectrum returns to its original position when the anion concentration

is readjusted to its initial value.

Irreversible aggregation of the primary particles can also occur and

an example of this is shown on the next slide (5). Shown here are electron

micrographs of a normal polymer solution which is composed of extremely

snail crystallites 10 to 15 A in diameter, material which consists of much

larger particles, end their corresponding electron diffraction patterns.

Close inspection of the micrographs show that the large particles are

aggregates or clusters of the very small particles or crystallites. The

similarity of the three diffraction patterns, particularly as indicated by

the line width of the innermost lines, substantiate that the crystallite size

is approximately the same in all cases. Aggregates of this type, which can

be prepared in several ways are very stable, and are not altered by variations

in anion concentration.

A second major area of interest involves the conversion of amorphous to

crystalline primary particles. This phenomena affords an explanation for

the polymer aging effect, V.'c have shown that amorphous material invariably

converts to the crystalline fora when aged or heated in either basic or

acidic media, and that the depolymerization rate of polymeric plutonium in
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acid can be directly related to the crystallinity of the primary particle.

May I have the next slide please (6). This slide demonstrates that freshly

precipitated plutonium, which is shown at the top of the slide contains

amorphous particles. These readily convert to the highly crystalline

particles, shown at the bottom, when the material is aged or heated. The

election micrographs show that there is no detectable difference between

the two types of material except for the difference in the diffraction

patterns.

This factor is of considerable importance in plutonia sol-gel processes;

because colloids prepared from crystalline particles do not degrade during

subsequent process steps, while colloids which contain amorphous material

can depolymerize to form undesirable ionic species.

The effect of aging was demonstrated by depolymerization rate studies

of plutonium precipitates in 1 M HNO, at room temperature. In these experi-

ments plutonium nitrate solutions were rapdily precipitated with an excess

of NaOH. Some samples were decanted, washed and immediately dispersed in

1 M HNO_ while others were aged for various periods at room temperature in

the precipitating liquor prior to washing and dispersing in i M HNO_. In all

cases the precipitated plutonium dispersed fairly rapidly in the HNO, and

depolymerization could be followed by periodically recording the absorption

spectra. Two sets of spectral duva are shown on the next slide (7). These

compare the depolymerization behavior of aged and imaged precipitates.

Although the depolymerization half times are greatly different for the two

materials, the initial spectra are very similar and are characteristic of

polymer spectra which contain some ionic Pu(IV). This similarly is emphasized
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PLUTONIUM (IV) POLYWiER PRECIPITATES:
(o) WATER < HOUR AT 25 °C;
(b) REFLUXED IN WATER AT ~IOO °C
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by the fact that each data set has a well defined isosbestic point at a

wave length of 635 nn. The similarly in absorption spectra for the two

types of material correlates well with data from electron micrographs

which indicate that crystalline and amorphous particles are very similar

in size and shape. The depolymerisation rates are first order reaction

rates with respect to the plutonium concentration. Half tines for imaged

material and material aged 24 hrs, were 7 hrs and 100 hrs, respectively.

Perhaps one of the most significant factors in understanding plutonium

IV polymer behavior involves knowledge of the species formed when ionic

plutonium is precipitated with hydroxide. It has been reported in the

literature that x-ray diffraction patterns of precipitated plutonium show

a faint PuCL structure, suggesting that the hydroxide is in reality hydrated

PuO- rather than Pu(IV) hydroxide. Our observations support this contention,

and show additionally,as I have already indicated, that the precipitate

becomes more crystalline when it is aged in basic or neutral media and becomes

crystalline very rapidly when aged at elevated temperatures. This behavior

implies that the primary particles observed in colloidal solutions are the

first detectable particles to form during precipitation, and that so called

polymer formation observed after the precipitate is treated with 1 to 4

equivalents of hydrogen ion merely reflects the fact that the primary particles

can be colloidally dispersed in dilute acid.

The depolymerization rate studies that I have just described support the

contention that the primary particles observed in plutonia collo'cf̂ s are

the same particles that initially form during precipitation. While it has



tlfcn argued that nonomeric Pu(OH). converts to a polymer form because of

reaction with the nitric acid, it would be very difficult to explain why

aging PuCOH)^ in a basic medium weyid affect the depolymerization rate of

the polymeric fora that the hydroxide converts to.

The principal evidence, however results from electron diffraction

patterns of precipitates aged in a basic or neutral medium which display

a crystalline pattern that corresponds to the cubic PuCL structure. This

is shown on th<s last slide (8) which shows electron micrographs and the

corresponding diffraction patterns of an aged ptutoniua precipitate and

the colloidal solution obtained by peptizing the precipitate in dilute tCCO,.

**s shown the precipitate is crystalline and there is no change in the

diffraction pattern with peptization. Comparison of the micrographs also

demonstrates that there is no detectable difference between the two types

of material.

In summary then I would like to outline our concept of plutonium

polymer. Whereas polymeric plutonium is generally considered to be large

polymeric aggregates held together by oxide or hydroxide birdges, our

concept considers that the polymer consists of very small discrete particles,

which ca;. be either amorphous or crystalline, and which can be colloidally

dispersed in a suitable medium such as dilute HC1 or HNO_. Our observations

suggest that these primary particles are largely unassociated when the

stabilizing anion/plutonium mole ratio is within the range of about 0.8 to

4 (the upper limit could be much higher than this). Colloidal solutions of

this type, which are those most frequently encountered, should not really

be classified as polymeric at all; however pseudo polymers result from
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secondary aggregation effects when the colloidal solution is altered to

decrease the colloidal stability of the system or when conditions are

encountered which promote irreversible secondary aggregation. These

effects could account for the very wide range of molecular weights which

have been reported. Values have varied from as low as 4000 to millions.

We believe that the polymer aging effect, which results in slower

depolynerization rates for aged or heated polymer, is due to the conversion

of amorphous to crystalline primary particles rather, than to more extensive

polymerization of the aged or heated material. This concept is consistent

with depolynerization rates which have been found to be approximately first-

order with respect to the total concentration of plutonium (IV), while from

the concept of depolyroerization of a large polymer molecule, it would be

expected that the rate would either decrease or increase as the depolymerization

reaction proceeds.

And finally, we do not think that a monomeric Pu(IV) hydroxide species

is formed during precipitation or is otherwise irvolved in "so called"

plutonium IV polymer formation, but rather that the initial precipitate

consists of the primary particles which we have observed in plutonia colloids,

and that these particles consist of, or readily convert to, very small

crystallites of hydrated PuO2<


